The main goals of the book – *RESURRECTION DOCUMENTED* are exposition of the truth about the Shroud of Turin, evangelization and spiritual growth and Christian unity.

By recommending this book to people you know you are helping attain these goals.

This is a digest of the up-to-date scientific and historical findings on the Shroud of Turin. Unlike any other publication on the Shroud of Turin, its main focus is on the supernatural dimension of the Shroud.

This is an ideal gift for practically any occasion, a handy book during travel and an excellent book to read during Lent.

The following briefly summarizes what readers can expect from the book:

- Compelling evidence of authenticity of the Shroud of Turin
- Discovery of the meaning, purpose and message of the Shroud
- Recognize the tangible traces of the resurrection
- Discovery of the reality and relevance of miracles, the supernatural and the afterlife
- Glimpses of the supernatural
- Seeing the actual face of Jesus in a “photograph” 1800 years before photography was invented
- Appreciate a miracle comparable to the “The Burning Bush” in the time of Moses
- A glimpse of the invisible world of the supernatural
- Unbelievers will have the opportunity to discover the historical Jesus Christ of Nazareth
- For those who already believe, this book should help strengthen their faith
- Useful resource for meditation

---

**Order Form**

God and Country Publishing  
2254 Portage Avenue,  
South Bend, Indiana 46616  
[Shroud824@prodigy.net](mailto:Shroud824@prodigy.net)

Please send me ______ copies of “RESURRECTION DOCUMENTED” at $12.00 per copy. Add $4.00 per book for shipping and handling within the U.S.A..

Name_______________________________________ E-mail______________________________

Address:________________________________________ City _____________________________

State_____________________ Zip Code________________ Telephone_____________________

Price for bulk purchase by organizations we offer a special price of $8.00 per book with a minimum order of ten.